A Hausdorff topological group topology on a group G is the minimum (Hausdorff) group topology if it is contained in every Hausdorff group topology on G. For every compact metrizable space X containing an open n-cell, n ≥ 2, the homeomorphism group H(X) has no minimum Hausdorff group topology. The homeomorphism groups of the Cantor set and the Hilbert cube have no minimum group topology. For every compact metrizable space X containing a dense open one-manifold, H(X) has the minimum group topology. Some, but not all, oligomorphic groups have the minimum group topology.
Introduction
A topology τ on a group G is a topological group topology if the group operations on G are τ -continuous. The collection of all topological group topologies on a group G is partially ordered by set-inclusion, with the discrete topology as the maximum element, and the indiscrete topology the minimum. The collection of all Hausdorff topological group topologies on G is then a sub partial order of all topological group topologies. This sub order always has a maximum element (the discrete topology) but may or may not have a minimum element (a Hausdorff group topology on G contained in all other Hausdorff group topologies), and also may or may not have minimal elements (a Hausdorff group topology such that no strictly coarser group topology is Hausdorff). Note that the minimum Hausdorff group topology (if it exists) is certainly minimal, but the converse is false in general.
Minimal (Hausdorff) group topologies have been extensively studied, see the survey [2] for example. Minimum (Hausdorff) group topologies seem less well understood. Gaughan [5] showed that the group S(X) of all permutations of a set X has the minimum group topology, namely the topology of pointwise convergence. Later the second author and Glyn [4] showed that the group H(X) of all (auto)homeomorphisms of a space X, where X is any metrizable one-manifold (with or without boundary), has the minimum group topology. In this case the minimum group topology is the usual compact-open topology on H(X). Recently Megrelishvili and Polev [6] have extended this last theorem to H(X) for many compact linearly ordered spaces X.
We continue this line of investigation into the existence, or otherwise, of minimum Hausdorff group topologies. A number of questions raised in [2] are answered (notably, Questions 2.3 and 4.28), as are Questions 5.1, 5.2(1) and 5.3(1) from [6] .
First it is established that many homeomorphism groups do not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology (Theorem 1). In particular for every compact metrizable space X containing an open n-cell, n ≥ 2, the homeomorphism group H(X) has no minimum Hausdorff group topology. Nor does the homeomorphism group of the Cantor set or the Hilbert cube.
We then show how, in certain circumstances, it is possible to 'shrink' the compact-open topology τ k on a homeomorphism group H(X) around a closed subset C of X to obtain a new (Hausdorff) group topology τ k|C on H(X) (Theorem 5). This shrinking process is derived from an idea of Gamarnik [3] . It follows, for example, that the compact-open topology on the homeomorphism group of the Mobius band is not minimal.
For the purposes of this paper, however, the real merit of the τ k|C topology is that when a compact metrizable space X contains a dense open one-manifold then H(X) has the minimum group topology, and that topology is τ k|C , where C is the complement of the one-manifold part of X (Theorem 7). A wide range of spaces satisfy the hypothesis of this theorem. We investigate for these spaces when τ k|C is equal to τ k and when it is strictly smaller. In both cases we give sufficient conditions (see Propositions 9 and 11, and the accompanying examples). However a complete classification seems elusive, and we present examples demonstrating the difficulties. Note that when τ k|C is strictly smaller it follows that the compact-open topology, τ k is not minimal, but when they are equal we deduce that the compact-open topology is minimal. Consequently we derive large classes of compact metric spaces for which we know whether or not the compact-open topology is a minimal group topology on the homeomorphism group.
Finally we turn from homeomorphism groups to automorphism groups. For a countable model M of a first order theory, Aut(M ) is the group of automorphisms of M , and we can topologize it as a subgroup of S(M ) with the topology of pointwise convergence. We show that certain oligomorphic automorphism groups, including all strongly homogeneous automorphism groups, have the minimum (Hausdorff) group topology (Theorem 19). In most cases this minimum group topology is strictly coarser than the topology of pointwise convergence, and so this latter topology is not minimal. But we also show that the automorphism group of the atomless countable Boolean algebra has no minimum group topology.
Homeomorphism Groups with no Minimum
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. Recall that basic neighborhoods in H(X) of the identity in the pointwise topology have the form B τp F = {f ∈ H(X) : f (x) = x for all x ∈ F }, for some finite subset F of X. While basic neighborhoods in H(X) of the identity in the compact-open topology have the form B τ k ǫ = {f ∈ H(X) : d(f (x), x)) < ǫ for all x ∈ X}, for some ǫ > 0. For any subset S of X let H(X|S) = {h ∈ H(X) : h is the identity outside S}. Theorem 1. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. Let T be a non-empty open subset of X containing no isolated points. Suppose H(X|T ) has the following two properties:
(A T ) for every ǫ > 0 and
Then if τ is a topological group topology on H(X), τ ⊆ τ p ∩τ k and 1 ∈ U ∈ τ then {1} = H(X|T ) ⊆ U . Hence, H(X) does not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology.
Proof. Let τ be a topological group topology on H(X). Take any U in τ containing 1 and any h in H(X|T ). We will show h ∈ U . Clearly by either condition (A T ) or (B T ) we have many 1 = h ∈ H(X|T ). Hence no τ -open set separates 1 from any such h, so τ is not Hausdorff, and H(X) does not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology.
As τ is a group topology, we can find U ′ in τ such that U ′ is symmetric and
As h, h 3 , h 2 and h 1 are in H(X|T ), so is h 4 . Thus h 4 is in B τp F if and only if h 4 (x i ) = x i for i = 1, . . . , n, and this occurs if and only if h
In some cases we can apply the preceding theorem with T = X and deduce:
Corollary 2. For the following spaces X the only group topology contained in both the topology of pointwise convergence and the compact-open topology is the indiscrete topology. In particular, H(X) does not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology.
(a) Every compact manifold (without boundary) of dimension at least 2, (b) the Cantor set, and (c) the Hilbert cube.
Taking T to be the hypothesized open n-cell, for n ≥ 2 we deduce:
If X is a compact metric space containing an open n-cell, for n ≥ 2, then H(X) does not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology.
Shrinking the Compact-Open Topology
In this section we introduce a method of 'shrinking' the compact-open topology around a closed subset. Under reasonable conditions this yields a topological group topology. Let (X, d) be compact metric. Let C be a closed subset of X.
Let τ k|C be the collection of all unions of all translates of sets of the form:
So τ k|C is independent of the choice of compatible metric.
To verify that we have indeed defined a topological group topology we apply the following well known result (see [8, 13G.6 ] for example).
Theorem 4. Let G be a group with identity 1. Suppose U is a family of subsets of G all containing 1 satisfying the following conditions: (a) for each U ∈ U , there exists V ∈ U with V 2 ⊆ U ; (b) for each U ∈ U , there exists V ∈ U with V −1 ⊆ U ; (c) for each U ∈ U and x ∈ U , there exists V ∈ U with xV ⊆ U ; (d) for each U ∈ U and x ∈ G, there exists V ∈ U with xV x −1 ⊆ U ; and (e) for each U, V ∈ U , there exists W ∈ U with W ⊆ U ∩ V .
Then {xU : x ∈ G, U ∈ U } is a basis for a topology τ on G making G into a topological group. The topology τ is T 1 (or equivalently, Hausdorff, or Tychonoff ) if and only if U = {1}.
Theorem 5. Let (X, d) be compact metric, C be a closed subset of X and define τ k|C as above. Then the following hold:
τ k|C is T 0 if C is closed nowhere dense, and (3) τ k|C ⊆ τ k with equality if and only if for every ǫ > 0 there is an
Proof.
For (1):
We verify conditions (a) through (e) of the neighborhood characterization of a topological group topology (Theorem 4).
(a) We need to show: for every ǫ > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that B 2 δ ⊆ B ǫ . To this end fix ǫ > 0 and set δ = ǫ/2. Take any Fix then f ∈ B ǫ , and note f −1 ∈ B ǫ . By compactness of X,
for all g ∈ B δ , as required.
(d) We need to show: for every ǫ > 0, and f ∈ H(X) there is a δ > 0 such that
But after setting δ = min{ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 } we are done.
For (2): Suppose C is closed nowhere dense. We show τ k|C is T 0 , by verifying that {1} = {B ǫ : ǫ > 0}.
Clearly {1} ⊆ {B ǫ : ǫ > 0}. If, for a contradiction, there is a g in the intersection such that g = 1, then there must be an
. Contradiction! It follows that g(x) = x, for some x ∈ C and g(y) = y for all y ∈ C. Since g is uniformly continuous, there is a δ such
, g(y)) < ǫ/3. Let δ = min{δ ′ , ǫ/3}. As C is closed and nowhere dense, C does not contain any open ball in X, in particular
Contradiction again, and Claim (2) is established.
For (3): Clearly τ k|C ⊆ τ k . We verify that equality holds if and only if ǫ > 0 there is a 0 < δ ≤ ǫ such that if h in H(X) satisfies: d(h(x), x) < δ and
(⇒) Suppose equality holds, and in particular τ k ⊆ τ k|C . Then given any
Of course we may assume δ ≤ ǫ. We show δ satisfies ( * ).
So take any h in
and hence certainly all x in C δ .
(⇐) Now suppose we have ( * ). Take any basic B τ k ǫ . We need to show it is in τ k|C -in other words, we need to find a 0 < δ so that B
However, let δ be as given by ( * ). If h ∈ H(X) and d(h(x), x) < δ and
∈ C δ . And so the relevant inequalities hold for all x in X -as needed.
Let M be a compact manifold with non-empty boundary, C. Applying the above we get that τ k|C is the minimum Hausdorff topological group topology on H(M ). It is straightforward to check that condition 3) fails, so τ k is not minimal.
Corollary 6.
The compact-open topology on the homeomorphism group of a compact manifold with non-trivial boundary is not minimal.
In particular, the compact-open topology on the homeomorphism group of the Mobius band is not minimal, answering Question 4.28 of [2] .
Homeomorphism Groups with Minimum
Let X be a space. Define O X ('the one-manifold part of X') to be O X = {x ∈ X : x has a neighborhood homeomorphic to (0, 1)}. Define S X to be all points with a clopen neighborhood homeomorphic to the circle, S 1 , and I X = O X \S X . Note that each point of I X has a neighborhood homeomorphic to (0, 1) which is clopen in O X . Define C X = X \ O X . Suppose X is compact and metrizable. Then observe: (a) I X is a countable (possibly empty) disjoint sum of copies of (0, 1), and S X is a countable (possibly empty) disjoint sum of circles, and (b) O X is open, and the disjoint sum of I X and S X .
For any homeomorphism h of a space X, define Move(h) = {x ∈ X : h(x) = x}.
The key result on the existence of a minimum Hausdorff group topology on certain homeomorphism groups is the following.
Theorem 7. If X is a compact metrizable space such that O X is dense in X, then τ k|CX is the minimum Hausdorff topological group topology on H(X).
However, to deal with automorphism groups in the final section we prove a strengthening of Theorem 7 to include certain subgroups of the homeomorphism group.
Theorem 8. Let X be a compact metrizable space such that O X is dense in X. Let G be a subgroup of H(X) such that for every open subset U of X homeomorphic to (0, 1) there is a non-trivial g in G with Move(g) ⊆ U .
Then the topology τ k|CX on H(X) restricted to G is the minimum Hausdorff group topology on G.
Proof. Let d be a compatible metric on X. Let C = C X and recall C is the set of points in X with no neighborhood homeomorphic to (0, 1). Clearly C is H(X)-invariant. As O X is open and dense by hypothesis, C is closed and nowhere dense. Hence by Theorem 5, τ k|C is a Hausdorff topological group topology on H(X), contained in the compact-open topology τ k . We show its restriction to G is the minimum Hausdorff topological group topology on G.
We denote the closed unit interval, [0, 1], by I and write S 1 for the unit circle {(cos(2πθ), sin(2πθ)) :
where each I n is homeomorphic to a closed interval and each S N +m is homeomorphic to a circle. Each I n is contained in a J n homeomorphic to R, and we fix a homeomorphism f n of J n with R so that f n maps I n to I ⊆ R. For each S N +m fix a homeomorphism f N +m of S N +m to S 1 . Take any open subset U of X which is homeomorphic to (0, 1). By hypothesis there is a p in G such that p = 1 and Move(p) ⊆ U . As p is non-trivial we can find an open subset V of U which is homeomorphic to an open sub-interval of U such that p(V ) ∩ V = ∅. Applying the hypothesis to V there is a q in G such Move(q) ⊆ V and q(x) = x for some x in V . Now we see that p and q do not commute:
. Thus for any a < b and k ≤ N + M we can find non-commuting p .
is open in any Hausdorff topological group topology, as required.
. We prove by contradiction that there is an
, and the existence of the required y follows.
For notational simplicity, write p for p 
. Thus q and gpg −1 commute at x. Similarly, if x ∈ S k \ U k , then q and gpg We now show that some finite intersection of T (a, b, k)'s is contained in the given basic B. Since all T (a, b, k)'s are open neighborhoods of the identity in any Hausdorff group topology on G, this completes the proof that τ k|CX restricted to G is the minimum Hausdorff topological group topology on G.
To this end, pick t ∈ N such that for all k ≤ N + M and i = −2, 0, . . . , t the d-diameter of f
Take any h in G which is not in B. So there is an x ∈ X \ C ǫ such that T (a, b, k) then so is h −1 -so we may assume, without loss of generality, that d(h(x), x)) ≥ ǫ. Then x ∈ I n for some n, in which case set k = n and A = I k , or x ∈ S N +m for some m, in which case set k = N + m and A = S k .
Consider 
There is a unique interval
We will show h is not in (at least) one of
, and hence is not in T , as desired.
Otherwise, from the preceding Claim, we can pick
k K, and
Conditions on X ensuring τ k|C = τ k
Here we give sufficient conditions for the minimum topology to be strictly smaller than the compact-open topology. Note that this implies that the compactopen topology is not minimal.
Proposition 9. Let X be compact metrizable, and suppose O X is dense in X. Let C = C X . In the following cases τ k|C = τ k , and the compact-open topology on H(X) is not minimal:
(a) C contains at least two points which are the limit of clopen circles (|S X ∩ C| ≥ 2), or (b) there is a component I of I X whose closure meets C in at least three points (|I ∩ C| ≥ 3).
Proof. Fix a compatible metric d for X. In both cases we verify that the condition for equality of τ k|C and τ k in Theorem 5 (3) fails. For (a): Let x 1 and x 2 be distinct points in C which are the limit of circles in S X . Let ǫ = d(x 1 , x 2 )/2. Take any 0 < δ ≤ ǫ. Then we can find circles S 1 and S 2 in S X so that S i ⊆ B d (x i , δ/4) for i = 1, 2. Define h to be a homeomorphism of X which is the identity outside S 1 ∪ S 2 and which switches S 1 and S 2 . Then h is the identity outside C δ but moves points of C δ (namely all those in
For (b) : Fix the open interval I in I X such that |I ∩ C| ≥ 3. The set I \ I, which is the remainder of a compatification of an open interval, has either one or two components. By hypothesis we can pick two distinct points of C, say x 1 and x 2 , which are in the same component. Then x 1 and x 2 are in the closure of a ray, J, (homeomorphic to [1/2, 1)) contained in I. Let ǫ = d(x 1 , x 2 )/2. Take any 0 < δ ≤ ǫ. Without loss of generality we can assume the ray J is contained in C δ . We can pick y 1 , y 
Example 10.
(a) The homeomorphism group of the disjoint sum of two convergent sequences of circles, with the two limit points, (X = n S n (0, 0) ∪ n S n (2, 0) ∪ {(0, 0), (2, 0)}, where S n (x) is the circle of radius 1/n centered at x), has a minimum group topology, but the compact-open topology is not minimal.
(b) The homeomorphism group of the topologist's sine curve has a minimum group topology, but the compact-open topology is not minimal.
(c) For every compact metric space K there is a compact metric X = X K such that O X is dense and the countably infinite disjoint sum of circles, and C X is homeomorphic to K. This space X K has a minimum group topology, but the compact-open topology is not minimal.
(d) For every non-zero dimensional compact metric space K there is a compact metric X = X K such that O X is dense and the countably infinite disjoint sum of open intervals, and C X is homeomorphic to K. This space X K has a minimum group topology, but the compact-open topology is not minimal.
Proof. Examples (a) and (b) are easy exemplars of cases (a) and (b) of the above proposition. We sketch (c) and (d).
For (c) recall that every compact metric space is the remainder of a compactification of N. It is clear we can replace each n in N with a circle. This gives X K . That τ k|C = τ k is immediate from (a) of the preceding proposition.
For (d) first note that every compact metric space, K, is the remainder of a compactification, Z K , of a countably infinite disjoint sum of open intervals (see Lemma 14 below). Our hypothesis is that K is not zero-dimensional. So it is not totally disconnected, and contains a non-trivial component K ′ . Now we can add an open interval, I, to Z K , to get a new compact metric space X K , so that I \ I = K ′ . Then X K has the required topological properties, and has τ k|C = τ k by case (b) of the preceding proposition.
Here we give sufficient conditions for the minimum topology to coincide with the compact-open topology. Note that this implies that the compact-open topology is minimal. The relevant spaces are similar to the class of (compact, metrizable) graph-like spaces recently introduced by Thomassen and Vella [7] . Given a topological space X, an edge of X is an open subset homeomorphic to (0, 1), whose closure is a simple arc. Then X is graph-like if there is a collection E of pairwise disjoint edges of X such that X \ E is zero-dimensional.
Proposition 11. Let X be compact metrizable, and suppose O X is dense in X. Let C = C X . In the following cases τ k|C = τ k , and the compact-open topology on H(X) is minimal:
(a) C is zero-dimensional, X \ S X has only finitely many components, and S X has at most one limit point in C, or (b) C is a convergent sequence and S X has at most one limit point in C.
Proof. Fix a compatible metric d for X. For (a): We will prove this in three steps. In all cases C = C X is zerodimensional. Let us start by assuming that X is connected and S X is empty. We claim that X is path connected. This is not difficult to prove directly. Alternatively we can argue as follows. Since O X is dense but S X is empty, we have that I X is dense. Let I 1 X be all components (open intervals) in I X whose closure is a circle and I
2
X be all open intervals in I X whose closure is an arc. As C is zero-dimensional, every open interval in I X has closure either a circle or an arc. As X is connected it is clear that X ′ = X \ I 1 X is also connected. Then X ′ is a graph-like metric continuum, so [7, 2.1] is locally connected. Then we see that X ′ is a Peano continuum, and so path connected. Reattaching all of the open intervals in I 1 X (and their unique limit point in C) preserves path connectedness, so X is path connected. Now we show that τ k|C = τ k provided S X = ∅ and X has finitely many components. Note that from above each component of X is path connected. We verify that the condition in Theorem 5 (3) for equality of τ k|C and τ k is satisfied.
Fix ǫ > 0. Since C is zero dimensional and X has finitely many components, we can partition C into finitely many pieces, say C 1 , . . . , C n , each of d-diameter strictly less that ǫ/3, ensuring that each component of X contains at least two pieces of the partition. Pick positive δ smaller than ǫ/3 and
Since the diameter of C i is < ǫ/3 and δ < ǫ/3, the diameter of (C i ) δ is < ǫ. Since d(h(x), x) ≥ ǫ we see i = j.
As each component of X is path connected and contains at least two pieces of the partition of C, there is an arc A from x to some point not in (C i ) δ (indeed to a point in some C k where k = i). As we travel along the arc A from x there is a (unique) first point, x ′ , where A exits (
, and hence h(x ′ ) cannot be in (C j ) δ . Now we see that h(A) is an arc starting at y = h(x) which exits (C j ) δ , say for the first time at
′′ is on A before it exits (C i ) δ for the first time at x ′ . Contradiction! To complete the proof of (a), suppose S X has at most one limit point in C and X \ S X has finitely many components. Note that every h in H(X) maps each circle in S X to another circle in S X , and if S X has a unique limit point then it is a fixed point of h. Take any ǫ > 0. If S X has no limit in C (so it is a finite union of circles) then pick δ 0 > 0 so that C δ0 is disjoint from S X . Otherwise, let x 0 be the unique limit in C of S X . In this case pick δ 0 > 0 so that every circle in S X meeting B δ (x 0 ) has diameter < ǫ/3. Now apply the previous step to X ′ = X \ S X and get a relevant
We assume S X = ∅. Otherwise we can deal with S X as we did at the end of case (a). By hypothesis C is a convergent sequence, say with unique limit point c.
Fix ǫ > 0. Then (replacing ǫ with something smaller, if necessary) we can find N and write C = {c n : n ∈ N} so that c n is not in B ǫ/3 (c) for n ≤ N but c n ∈ B ǫ/3 (c) for n > N . Pick δ > 0 satisfying the following conditions: Fix h ∈ H(X) such that d(h(x), x) and d(h −1 (x), x) are both < δ for all x not in C δ . Suppose, for a contradiction, that for some
We can assume, without loss of generality, that in fact
As C is h-invariant, h must take c to h(c) and any c i to some c j . By choice of δ and restriction on h we see that in fact h is the identity on {c} ∪ {c 1 , . . . , c N }. Then for i > N we must have that h(c i ) = c j where j > N . It follows (as all
Thus x is in an open interval, I, a component of I X . Let {c i , c j } = I \ I be the endpoint(s) of this interval. If both i, j > N then h(x) is not in any B δ (c k ) for any k ≤ N , but is in C δ , and hence x and h(x) are in ǫ/3-ball around ccontradicting d(h(x), x) ≥ ǫ.
If i = j ≤ N then I is a circle containing c i . Then h(I) is also a circle containing I, and so meets B δ (c i ). By conditions (iii) and (iv) h(I) meets no part of C δ . Hence h(x) must be in B δ (c i ), and d(h(x), x) < ǫ, contradiction. Otherwise, at least one of i and j is ≤ N . Say i. By condition (v), the arc A, which is the subinterval of the arc I obtained by starting at c i and traveling along the arc to x, is contained in B δ (c i ). Then h(A) is an arc traveling from c i to h(x) which is in C δ but not in B δ (c i ). So let y ′ be the point on the boundary of C δ (not in C δ ) when h(A) leaves the complement of C δ near h(x).
The following examples are all easily seen to satisfy condition (a) above and indeed have finite C.
Example 12.
(a) The homeomorphism group of a convergent sequence of circles (with unique limit) has the minimum (and hence minimal) group topology, which is the compact-open topology.
(b) For every finite graph, the homeomorphism group with the compact-open topology is the minimum group topology (and so minimal).
(c) The homeomorphism group of the Hawaiian earring has the minimum (and hence minimal) group topology, which is the compact-open topology.
(d) More generally, if C is finite and S X has a unique limit point in C, then X \ S X has only finitely many components and X can be obtained in the following way. Take any finite graph, which need not be connected, and may have multiple edges between vertices and from a vertex back to itself. Possibly 'decorate' one vertex by adding a sequence of circles converging to that vertex. Possibly decorate any other vertex by adding a Hawaiian earring at that vertex. Then the homeomorphism group of such a space has the minimum group topology.
Taking a convergent sequence, along with the limit point, of finite graphs or Hawaiian earrings (or spaces as in (d) above, but with no sequence of circles) will give spaces satisfying condition (b) of the preceding proposition.
Many examples also arise when C is uncountable.
Example 13.
(a) The homeomorphism group of the Cantor bouquet of semi-circles has the minimum (and hence minimal) group topology, which is the compact-open topology.
(a)
′ Examples with C two convergent sequences but τ k|C = τ k : a convergent sequence of 2n-circles plus a convergent sequence of 2n + 1-circles; a convergent sequence of 2n-ods plus a convergent sequence of 2n+1-ods (illustrated below).
Similar examples exist when C is the Cantor set. So the remaining interesting case is when X and C are connected, S X is empty and every I in I X has closure an arc or a circle.
Example 16. Examples where τ k|C = τ k .
(a) Bouquet of circles over closed interval. In this case both X and C are connected and locally connected.
(b) More generally, apply Lemma 14 to any continuum K to get many examples with both X and C connected.
We conclude with two examples when τ k|C = τ k . Both are such that X is connected, and the second is additionally locally connected. We include both as the first example is a stepping stone to the second.
Example 17. Path connected but not locally connected example where τ k|C = τ k .
Proof. Each vertical line with attached horizontal lines forms a 'rational comb'. By shifting and scaling we can find a homeomorphism of the rational comb taking any given horizontal line to any other.
All the vertical lines are in C. The height of the boundary rectangle is 1 unit. Set ǫ = 1/2. Then for any δ > 0, C δ will contain one of the vertical lines distinct from the left edge, call it V , and all of the horizontal lines attached to it (in other words, a complete rational comb). Now we can find a homeomorphism of the continuum which is the identity outside the δ-neighborhood of the vertical line V , but inside that δ-neighborhood moves the rational comb around so some point is moved a distance at least 1/2 (in fact we can move things any distance < 1). This establishes τ k|C = τ k .
Note that we can modify the above example so that the horizontal 'teeth' of the rational combs in fact point out of the page. And we can replace each tooth with a circle (an arbitrarily small deformation of the original line segment).
Example 18. Connected and locally connected example with τ k|C = τ k .
Proof. We start by constructing the key building block, B, of the example. It is obtained by adjoining countably many circles (triangles in the illustration) to the unit square in the x-y plane ([0, 1] 2 × {0}). The circles have radii converging to zero, and are tangent to the points in the unit square whose x and y coordinates are both dyadic rationals. See the illustration. Note that each line, {x} × [0, 1] × {0}, where x is a dyadic rational is homeomorphic to the variant of the rational comb described in the paragraph above.
The key property of our building block, B, is that we can find a homeomorphism h 0 of B moving some point on the line {1/2} × I × {0} a distance at least 1/2 along that line, but which is the identity on the boundary of the unit square. Note also that B is a subset of the triangular cylinder (dotted in the diagram), and C B is the unit square. To obtain the example X start with the unit square in the x, y-plane. Take countably many copies, B n , of B. Scale (in the x and z directions only) and translate the B n 's to form a sequence, with heights shrinking to zero, converging to the left edge, I × {0, 0)} of the unit square.
This space X has the requisite properties. It is connected and locally connected. The set C X is the unit square in the x, y-plane. While the proof that τ k|C = τ k is similar to that for the previous example.
Indeed let ǫ = 1/4. Then for any δ > 0, we can find a copy of B completely contained in the δ-neighborhood of C. Extend the homeomorphism h 0 of B over all of X by making it the identity outside B. Then this extended homeomorphism, h 0 , moves nothing outside C δ , but moves -in the y-direction onlyat least one point a distance ≥ ǫ.
Automorphism Groups
Let M be a countable model of a first order theory. Then its automorphism group, Aut(M ), considered as a topological subgroup of S(M ) (the group of all permutations of M , with the topology of pointwise convergence) is a closed subgroup, and hence Polish. Conversely, every closed subgroup of S(N) can be identified as the automorphism group of a countable model of a first order theory. If a theory is ℵ 0 -categorical -has a unique (up to isomorphism) countable model -M , say, then Aut(M ) is said to be oligomorphic. Equivalently, a closed subgroup of S(N) is oligomorphic if and only if for each n ≥ 1 its natural action on N n has finitely many orbits. We recall that a subgroup G of S(N) is highly homogeneous if for any two finite subsets A, B of N of the same size, there is a g in G such that g(A) = B.
Oligomorphic Groups with and without a Minimum Question 2.3 of [2] asks which oligomorphic groups have a minimum group topology, mentioning S(N), the automorphism group of the countable dense linear order, and the homeomorphism group of the Cantor space, in particular. We present a reasonably broad answer to this question, encompassing the mentioned groups.
Let Q = Q ∩ (0, 1). Then Aut(Q, <) (the automorphism group of the countable dense linear order) and Aut(Q, <) are isomorphic. This latter group naturally embeds, say as G, in H([0, 1]) (perhaps this is most clear if we think of elements of [0, 1] as Dedekind cuts of Q). Further G clearly satisfies the 'locally non-trivial' condition of Theorem 8. Hence (G and its isomorph) Aut(Q, <) has the minimum Hausdorff group topology, τ m . It is not difficult to see that in this case τ m has the following sets as a neighborhood of the identity: B ǫ = {α ∈ Aut(Q, <) : ∀x ∈ Q d(α(x), x) < ǫ}, where d is the usual metric on R. No set of this form, B ǫ , is a subset of {α ∈ Aut(Q, <) : α(1/2) = 1/2} which is open in the pointwise topology, τ p , on Aut(Q, <). Hence τ m is strictly contained in τ p , and so τ p is not minimal.
Let S 1 Q -the 'rational circle' -be any countable dense subset of the circle, S 1 . Similar considerations apply to the following oligomorphic groups: all order preserving or order reversing bijections of Q, all bijections of the rational circle which preserve the cyclic order and all bijections of the rational circle which preserve or reverse the cyclic order. They are all oligomorphic. They all embed either in H(I) or H(S 1 ), satisfy the 'locally non-trivial' condition of Theorem 8, and so they have a minimum Hausdorff group topology which is easily seen to be strictly finer than the pointwise topology.
Recall that for S(N) the topology of pointwise convergence is the minimum Hausdorff group topology [5] , and note S(N) is the only automorphism group which is transitive.
Cameron showed [1] that the highly homogeneous non-transitive automorphism groups as precisely those automorphism groups listed above. Hence we can summarize the above observations as follows.
Theorem 19. Every highly homogeneous (oligomorphic) automorphism group G has a minimum group topology.
That minimum group topology is strictly coarser than τ p , except when G = S(N), and so τ p is not minimal.
However not all oligomorphic groups have a minimum Hausdorff group topology. Indeed let B denote the (unique) atomless countable Boolean algebra. Then Aut(B) is oligomorphic and is well known to be isomorphic to the homeomorphism group of the Cantor set, H(C). Since we have proved, Corollary 2, that this group does not have a minimum Hausdorff group topology, we have:
Example 20. The oligomorphic group Aut(B) has no minimum Hausdorff group topology.
